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UPS students gather on the roof of Jones to discuss
plans for an anti-war skit to be performed before high
school students, following a matinee performance of
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" Wednesday.
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Demonstrators occupy
roof of Jones Hall

Next Wednesday at 8:15 p.m. the Puget Sound Symphonic Band and Wind Ensemble, under
the direction of Robert Musser, will present a concert in Kilworth Chapel. The program will
include a variety of music ranging from traditional to light Broadway.

About 15 University of Puget
Sound student war protesters
held the roof of Jones Hall
overnight last Tuesday after they
had dragged down the American
flag flying over that building.
The protest vigil was still in
progress on Wednesday, and one
organizer of the protest said that
it would c o n t i n u e
"indefinitely". The same
spodesman indicated that the
students are protesting against
recent U.S. military action in
Vietnam.
Joe Goral, one of the
protesters, told reporters that
several other students had talked
a Plant Department official into
letting them onto the roof ol
Jones Hall at about 5 p.m. on

Band, Wind Ensemble in joint concert here
The Puget Sound Symphonic
Band and Wind Ensemble will
present a concert at the
University of Puget Sound
Kilworth Chapel on Wednesday,
May 17, at 8:15 p.m.
According to Robert Musser,
conductor of the group and
assistant professor of music at
UPS, the program will feature a

variety of music including
traditional and chamber to
contemporary and light
Broadway.
The Band will perform
"Prelude and Fugue in F Minor"
by Houston Bright; "Symphony
No. 3 for Band" by Vittorio
Giannini; John Philip Sousa's
"Nobles of the Mystic Shrine

March"; and "The Klaxon
March" by Henry Fillmore.
Also included on the program
will be Leonard Bernstein's
overture to "Candide" and
Fisher Tull's "Toccata", the
award-winning composition of
the American Bandmasters
Association Ostwald Band
Composition Contest. The UPS

Ken D. Stevens, art instructor, throws a pot in the Ceramics Building. Pots and other items
will be on sale in the basement of Kilworth Chapel today from noon until 10 p.m., and
Saturday, from 10 a.m. until 6 p.m.

Woodwind Quintet will perform
Beethoven's "Quintet for Winds,
Opus 71".
The concert is complimentary
and the public is cordially
invited to attend.

Protesters
outline
demands
Students activated by
President Nixon's most recent
escalation of the war, now
occupying the roof of Jones
Hall, indicated Wednesday night
that they would issue the
following demands to the UPS
administration:
We demand that a town
meeting be called by the
University in cooperation with
students, faculty, administration
and community. It is hoped that
this forum would bring to light
issues not often connected to
the war as it is presented to the
American people.
We demand that UPS,
wherever possible, not use
products whose manufacturers
are involved in particularly
offensive aspects of war
production, such as
anti-personnel weaponry.
Student tuition money
comprises over 75% of UPS's
financial resources. UPS invests
this money in corporations
which are directly related to the
war effort. We demand that
since we are stockholders in war
production companies, we be
represented at stockholder's
meetings to express opposition
to such involvement.
The flag is going to stay down
for the duration of the actions in
opposition to United States
presence in Southeast Asia.

Tuesday. Goral reported that the
students told the Plant
Department employee that they
wanted to "take pictures" from
the roof.
Once they were on the roof,
however, the students refused to
leave, Goral said. He said four or
five students remained, including
Goral himself.
At about 5:30 p.m. the
students lowered the American
flag, folded it, and placed it in
the custody of a UPS professor.
S tudent reinforcements
joined the original group
Tuesday night and a total of ten
to fifteen students camped for
the night on the roof.
Some of the students
conducted a peaceful protest
during the annual ROTC
President's Review and Awards
Ceremony on Wednesday. There
were no incidents.
According to Joe Goral, the
flag was torn down because the
protesters felt that "the flag is
supposed to represent honor,
justice, and freedom, but it
actually represents imperialism
and racism."
"We have taken down the flag
which represents the continuing
agression by Niv ',n in
Vietnam," a leaflet proclaimed.
Goral said the students want
people to take notice of the
Vietnam issue. He chastised the
apathy which he felt is prevalent
on this campus.
He said he did not know how
long it would be before the
students relinquish their control
of the top of Jonc., Hall.
"We will wait and watch and
see what happens," he stated.
Chuck Foy, a freshman
protester carrying sandwich signs
which read, "Nixon is Right
On," organized what one fellow
protester called a "protest
against the protest."
Foy told TRAIL reporters
that he is supporting President
Richard Nixon because "he is
the President of the United
States; he is the elected leader."
Foy reported that he had also
taken part in the overnight vigil
when anti-war demonstrators
took over Jones Hall, but that he
will stand by the President's
decision concerning the winding
down of the war in Vietnam.
"I'll stand by the President
until the end," Foy stated.
He claimed that both he and
the anti-war demonstrators are
f i g h t i n g f o r the same
cause—peace.
"We just have different views
on how peace should be
accomplished," Foy explained.
Foy reported that his stance
has met with surprising support
from students and faculty. He
even said that Dr. R. Franklin
Thompson, president of the
university, had confided in him
that he supported Foy's stand.
The university president was
unavailable for comment.

Trade unions
guarantee fair
student wages
As the school year ends summer jobs become
all-important for many students who are dependent
on a summer's work to go back to school next year.
On some of those jobs they will find themselves
working under a union agreement. What does this
mean?
At a prior time the employees voted to organize
or join a union to bargain with their employer for
better wages, working conditions and other benefits.
By law the union must bargain for all employees, and
the employer must meet union wages and conditions
for summer temporary help. Thus the students get
the benefit of their fellow workers' efforts.
For instance, in the union retail stores in Puget
Sound, where many students are employed each
summer, wages in many classifications are a dollar an
hour higher than in comparable stores in Portland.
This is because those Puget Sound stores have been
union since 1936 and the Portland stores are
unorganized. The Olympia Penney's store
(unorganized) is paying a dollar an hour less than the
Tacoma Mall Penney's (union).
Some unions ask temporary employees to pay
permit fees equal to dues for the months they work.
They assume that those who benefit even temporarily
from the union's bargaining should be willing to pay
their fair share. Most students accept this logic.
T h e time was when some college
administrations and some students looked down on
working people. It was considered gentlemanly sport
in 1921 at Berkeley and 1934 at the University of
Washington to scab on the striking seamen and
longshoremen of the adjacent ports. The influx of
working-class students and the greater awareness on
campuses of social issues has largely changed this. But
employers will still try to use students to break
strikes.
This year the contracts in the retail stores in
Puget Sound are open for negotiations. Some stores
appear to be taking a tough bargaining position,
demanding "management rights" that would greatly
weaken the unions, and outright surrender of many
working conditions. It is reported the Bon Marche in
Seattle is asking prospective summer employees if
they will work during a strike. Presumably they are
hired if the answer is "yes." In Tacoma word is being
circulated among unemployed people to call a certain
person at the Bon Marche for two months' summer
work.
Union members are angry and determined to
defend their gains. Many feel that the employers are
trying to force a strike to break the unions.
Organization is the exception, not the rule, in this
highly competitive industry. Union members areasking each other: "If a strike comes what will the
temporary employees do? Will the students support
u
Obviously, $2.65 (Tacoma) is better than $1.65
an hour (Portland). If the unions were defeated wages
would soon fall to the Portland levels. Moreover,
common decency should compel a person to support
his/her fellow workers in such a situation. No summer
job is worth the stigma of scabbing.

Hawaiians nice group
My husband and I would like to say thank you
to the Hawaiian Group that had their spring picnic in
our home Saturday, May 6. They are a nice group to
work with and were so thoughtful with the clean-up
after the picnic. Our thanks go to Norm and Louella
Lawrenze for assisting us.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack C. Gardner
Gig Harbor
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Richmond fudged by his looks
As music majors we have viewed with concern
the departure of Mr. Richmond and the possible
effects of such an occurence on the morale of the
School of Music. First, it is a sad but evident fact that
Mr. Richmonds manner of dress, and his approach to
music—both of which deny the tradition upon which
the department is based—were factors which hastened
his departure. Judging from his success with the
chamber orchestra and his popularity with the
students it seems too bad that these qualities are
thrown away because of his "artistic ability," which
would only concern a portion of his job here. If we
are going to quibble about performance standards, it
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seems that there are a few professors who fall short of
the mark . . . and, according to some, fall short of
teaching standards as well These people, however,
present no threat to the department,
As long as we are discussing traditions,
whatever happened to the old tradition of not judging
a book by its cover? If we remember correctly, much
wisdom could be contained in the pages of a
'shoddily' covered book; but then, the loser is the one
who ignores that wisdom because of its cover.
editor's note: The authors of this letter asked that
their names be withheld because they were on
scholarship.
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the people have their chance
Nixon makes do or die
attempt to free POW's
On May 8, 1972, the President of the United
States made a bold and risky decision.
Richard M., in a hopeful attempt to gain his
Presidential seat again this year, has decided to put
the people of North Viet Nam under isolation from
the rest of the world. It is a do or die attempt to get
all of our POWs back and with Nixon's luck he'll die.
It's beginning to look like another Little Big
Horn all over again. Custer had his plans to become
President thwarted by a silent arrow from a Redskin's
bow. Nixon will probably get that same shot in the
dark as the North Vietnamese might kill each and
every one of our POW's.
What does a man like Nixon deserve when he
plays with the lives of countless American men?
Maybe deportation, execution or even life at hard
labor. I think that even these may be to kind for old
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Richard M.
With this type of action that Nixon has taken,
he has only escalated the war and is not slowing it
down like he says he is doing.
Why should Nixon go to all the trouble of
setting water mines, closing ports and isolating the
enemy from everyone when all he has to do is
threaten them with an A-bomb? Even this is a much
smarter and quicker chance of getting back our

4-1-4 surveys out
)

During the next week approximately 1500
students will be surveyed for their reaction and
opinions about the 4-1-4 system. The 4-1-4 evaluation
committee has been working since early February to
prepare the survey which will hopefully gather
student and faculty opinion about 4-1-4.
The survey will deal with all aspects of the
4-1-4 system and will provide recommendations,
possible changes in curriculum, activities, calendar,
winterim, grading, university and departmental
requirements, etc. The survey will provide an
opportunity for written comments.
The compiling of the data gathered by the
evaluation committee will be done this summer by
members of the committeee, with the final results
and recommendations to be introduced to the
university community in the early fall. Any questions
regarding the work of the 4-1-4 evaluation committee
may be directed to the ASB office or to Dr. John
Magee, chairman of the committee.

POWs.
So it stands now, because of the actions of
Nixon, we are no longer supporters of the war, we are
now the aggressors. We have speeded up the process
of war. There is even that distant possibility of
another World War, in which Nixon would be held
responsible. In a previous speech, Nixon stated that
he would not have the loss of a war in Viet Nam
tagged on him.
Is this anyway for a supposed grown-up, mature
man who is the head of our country to act? Well, for
his information, he might still be marked with that
label in the near future. All it would take is an
American ship to attack a Russian ship or else a
Russian ship to be blown up by one of those n,
and we would have bombs flying at us in no time.
There is no doubt in my mind that Nixon has
made the biggest boo boo of his term as President.
There is and has to be only one reason for Nixon to
make this mistake and that is he is running like a
scared chicken and hoping that this move will turn
out O.K. so he will become a national hero. Then
re-election is in the bag for old Nix.
It seems to me that in the cases of the last i.hree
Presidents, as the saying goes, "Ignorance breeds
ignorance."

Randy Foster
Dave Wissmann
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Two performances will wind up
Friday-at-Nine entertainment
Today two performances will
wind up the year's Friday night
entertainment schedule at UPS.
From 4-6 p.m., UPS will
present Andi Harwick, Steve
Kinzie, and Chris Lunn.
California female vocalist

Andi Harwick, will be appearing
in her first Washington concert.
Andi features a big rolling voice
and rhythmic guitar work on
numbers by Peter, Paul, and
Mary; Lennon and McCartney
selections: old time folk songs;

Noith American Indians
to present peace views

Female vocalist Aridi Harwick will be one of several
performers this afternoon from 4-6 p.m. Andi, from San
Francisco, is a graduate of the original Jazz and Blues
Workshop. This will be her first Washington
performance. Also featured this afternoon will be
leading NW lyricist Steve Kinzie, and Chris Lunn.
Jorgan's Organ, rapidly increasing in popularity, returns
to UPS tonight.

White Roots of Peace, a
North American Indian
communications group, will
appear at the University of Puget
Sound on Tuesday, May 16,
beginning at 10 a.m. in the
Student Union Building's
lounge.
The eight to 12-member
group has travelled over 50,000
miles across the United States
and Canada and has visited over
150 colleges and universities,
church groups, high schools,
prisons and Indian groups.
An exhibition of Indian
crafts, photographs and
paintings will be on display all

Guitar malor to perform tonight
(UPSNB) John Leonard, a
guitar major at the University of
Puget Sound School of Music,
will perform selections for the
guitar along with lute and
vihuela transcriptions on Friday,
May 19, at 8:15 p.m. in
Jacobsen Recital Hall on the

UPS Theatre

UPS campus. Highlighting the
program will be selections
ranging from early 16th century
vihuela transcriptions to 20th
century guitar pieces by H.
Villa-Lobos and Manuel Ponce.
Leonard, a 1968 graduate of
Roosevelt High School in
Seattle, attended Shoreline
Community College for a year
before transferring to UPS in the
fall of 1969. While attending

Shoreline Community College,
he performed on solo guitar with
the Gentle Touch Choir, which
led to his transfer to the UPS
School of Music. After
graduation, Leonard will join the
United States Air Force Band
and will be stationed at
McChord Air Force Base.
The public is invited to
attend this complimentary
event.

day, and at 7 p.m. in the SUB
lounge the group will present a
special show including
traditional Indian messages, folk
songs, dancing, films and a
discussion of current issues
confronting the Native
American.
Sponsored by the Associated
Student Body at UPS, the group
will meet with various university
classes throughout the day.
The organization's name
comes from an ancient Iroquois
tradition telling of the White
Roots of Peace, a symbol for the
world's first United Nations. At
the base of the tree of Great
Peace were four white roots
reaching out to the four winds in
order that all peoples might find
their way to peace in the shade
of the Great Tree.
The White Roots of Peace has
provided an opportunity for all
people to hear the Indians' view
of peace and relationship with
their environment. The group
has worked with Indian
film-makers and with the
National Film Board of Canada,
and is active in community
affairs at their home on the
Mohawk Reserve at Akwesasne
on the St. Lawrence River.
The White Roots of Peace
also publish a monthly
newspaper, Akwesasne Notes,
which enjoys a growing
circulation across the country.
The public may attend this
complimentary event.
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One of the Great
Films Of Our Time

"JOHNNY GOT
HIS GUN"
and Donald Pleasence in

"OUTBACK"
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GLENDA JACKSON
PETER FINCH

"SUNDAY
BLOODY SUNDAY
And WOODY ALLEN in
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This summer University
Theatre will produce Daniel
Berrigan's latest work, "The
Trial of the Catonsville Nine"
and a musical by Paul Cherry
and Lance Mulcahy entitled
"Park."
The two plays will be
performed both on this campus
and in two other Washington
cities, Gig Harbor and Grayland.
Scripts for both productions
are available from Professor Tom
Somerville in Jones 1. Auditions
for "Park" will be held May 22
and 23 from 3:00 to 5:00 and
from 7:00 to 8:00 in the
University Theatre.
Auditions for "The Trial of
the Catonsville Nine" will be on
June 19 during the same hours.
These auditions are open to any
interested person.
"Park" will be performed
Aug. 4-6 and 10-13. The
Berrigan play will be performed
July 13-16 and 21-23.

AFTER THE t)AIN(:E

r
Gi

"BANANAS"

summer plays

AFTER THE GAME

and some originals.
Also new to UPS, Steve
Kinzie from Mt. Vernon,
Washington, is probably the
leading lyric and music writer in
the Northwest today. He
combines single note guitar
harmonies and leads to back his
ballads, country songs, and songs
of concern
Joining the two newcomers
will be familiar story teller and
singer Chris Lunn with his latest
songs on pushers, the inside of
your head, State Highway
Commission Land Thieves, and
Kevin Dye.
Then at 9 p.m. in the SUB
lounge, Jorgan's Organ will once
again provide 2-3 hours of fine
contemporary jazz. Backing
Jorgan Kruse's Fender-Rhodes,
will be Dean Tsaparacis on
drums, and Eddy Friel on flute.
The trio is rapidly gaining
fame both here at UPS and in
the whole Northwest for their
fine, tight jazz rhythms.

wishes

all

UPS students -

11th Great Month
Winner Academy Award
BEST ORIGINAL MUSIC
In Everyone's Life
There's a

"SUMMER OF 42"

Co-Hit
Alan Alda, Marlo Thomas

"JENNY"

I&yy
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HAPPY
SUMMER
VACATION

Winner of
Academy Awards'
BEST PICTURE
BEST ACTOR
Gene Hackman
BEST DIRECTOR
William Friedkin
BEST EDITING
BEST SCREENPLAY
5

"THE FRENCH
CONNECTION"
plus
"VANISHING
POINT"
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JOHNNYS
DOCK

Johnny's
at FIFE

JOHNNY'S
on the MALL

WA 2-6686

MA 7-3186 or GR 5-4211
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Hi dsights on a Grander Sorcery:
An Alternative to Historical Journalism
Christopher Billings
Not long ago a pilgrim, youthfully
tormented, was given notice that his hair and
its length (which was increasing unchecked)
and his indolence (which was unaccountable
considering his lineage) did not recommend him
unto the seats of the higher echelon to which,
he was informed, birth right and fiscal strings
would otherwise allow, nay, presuppose him
entrance. The pilgrim, having already rejected
economic predestination along with wing-tips
on Sunday, experienced his first existential
overflow and left for the West Coast. His
departure would have remained as
insignificant as nearly everything else that
happened in 1965 except that it was repeated
thousands of times in every suburb in the
country, initiating an exodus of sufficient
proportions to permit his religiously
connotative title as well as the subsequent
pandemonium over the suddenly flowering
(pardon me) hip scene and all that.
The whole thing did seeem to transcend
everybody's experience, not only in its style,
(which constituted a radical explosion and,
although long overdue, was understandably
surprising) but in its intensity. Youth fads are
always carried out to completion with that
blitzkrieg fanaticism which can arise only
fyom the insufferably stopped-up well-spring
of the adolescent libido, yet there was an edge
to this one, a genuinely disconcerting sobriety
to their proclamations of LOVE. Underneath
all that well-publicized orgying, somewhere at
the root of that drug-induced abandon which
gave color-TV its first opportunity to truly
perform on the Saturday Night News from
Golden Gate Park, down under there was a
shadowy vision out of the past: of a
steel-eyed, black-bearded little anarchist
whose countenance spoke of only one thing:
dedication.
Not that these kids weren't doing a lot
of the same things that came up on the
beaches of Fort Lauderdale every spring. That
kind of vitality was predictable enough. No, it
became increasingly clear, this whole thing
was a Real Departure. The delirious pageantry
of a "Love-in" as unveiled by the media was
enough to paralyze the country's mid-section
for the moment, but when that had worn off
there was still an underlying feeling.
Something about the incredibly rich
confluence of ideas here. The old, easily
retraceable quest for kicks - that was always
tolerated. In these "permissive" days the
more flamboyant exercises (creative pranks,
even fraternity panty-raids) were often given
tacit encouragement by lusty-eyed,
reminiscing old nine-to-fivers. But this - this
was completely different. These kids, these
products of a world tightly linked by the
instruments of communication, everything
they did seemed over layed in pieces from five
or six cultures. Most of what they said could
be derived only through a working knowledge
of eight or ten systems of thought. Not that
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the children were scholars, not at all, but that
they were so obviously exposed to such an
awesome diversity of information. In the
coming years the "intelligentsia" would
become increasingly bothered with the new
generation's sloppy knowledge consumption,
their occasional pomposity from the throne
of the New Wave, worst, their eagerness to
plunge into haphazard reconciliation of vastly
differing fields of thought. We look back now
and do, indeed, percieve a marvelous
mish-mash. But at the time, just the intuition
that these greedy young mouths were
ransacking the world's sacredly separated
warehouses of culture was plenty sufficient to
arouse the first prcing tinges of genuine
concern.
Maybe a banker in Denver would
recognize his irritation as something more
than constipation or a tight collar when he
got his first chance to watch that haunting
little drop-out putting on a interviewer at the
park. Remember those days before media,
sideburns and wide ties? Maybe then even the
banker could sense the tremendous chasm
separating poor KLAX Harry with his
distracted video-tape man from an
eighteen-year-old girl whose cocked head and
lilting voice gave off an assurance, some
magical solidity, left him groping for the
question that would penetrate her strange,
calm world. This girl, whose pretty face was
just one short impossible step from the
smooth inexperience of every pleasant little
cheerleader in the land—she could have
awakened the first ripples of alarm in a
Denver banker's soul.
Subsequently, the sirens really began to
go off The kids who had left for the summer
(or so Dad and Mom had assumed) were
presumably holed up in some creaky
Haight-Ashbury dungeon through a no-heat
December. Now it wasn't just the bankers and
other such American prophets (stock-brokers,
advertising execs) who were being disturbed
by the aberrations of this new wave. Their
discomfort is assumed. In their positions they
are constantly called upon (usually in their
dreams) to bear the brunt of society's
harbingers and omens. No, everyday people
were now getting in on the ulcers. But the
reactions of these mothers and fathers were
taking the form of contained hysteria, and the
collective outcry, though civilized, manifested
in nervous fingers and furrowed eyebrows
rather than in wailings of loss (never in public
anyway), was the nearest thing to a revival of
the passions that suburbia had known since
Lee Harvey Oswald gave them a week-end
cartharsis in 1963.
Indeed, it seemed there had to be
something fundamental about it all. Surely,
more than drugs were required to turn a child
so resolutely from everything he had
(supposedly) ever known. (Of course, in this
context, television rears its sinister head: that
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background droning through every
housewife's day is a barrage of utterly
subversive stimuli for her kids.) But it was
there in the parents, too. If it is possible for a
mother to react more essentially, more vitally
than to the loss of her children, then it was
happening here. Always the permissive
upper - middle n e u r o t i c b a s ically-bored-with-everything type anyway, she
was making altogether too much noise over
one boy who, in writing from Big Sur once
every couple of weeks, was communicating
far more than he ever had at home. (Of
course, money was still the primary subject
matter.)
In a sense, the parental disturbance bore
similarity to amother giving up the bride. She
is totally distraught for two reasons. First, she
is going to be without the product of her
labors (everyone knows this pain), and
daughter will be moving into a world in which
the pitfalls are everywhere (marriage itself
being the primary one). But as an offshoot of
this last, it occurs to her that daughter might
be on to everything she had dreamed of
herself and never recieved. This presents
mixed emothions: loss, envy, and vicarious
joy. Through the same window parents might
view the departure of their aspiring hippie. He
(or she) is vaulting into cold reality and
largely, it is felt, as a statement of rejection
for his family life (this is generally true). To
balance this sorrow, however, there is no
room for the vicarious association with
Sonny's hopes and gains because, basically,
there is zero information on the nature of his
developing life-style. There is, though, plenty
of room for envy. Even for an incurably
bland, confirmed barbequer (perhaps we
should ammend to "especially for") a highly
publicized and therefore glamorous life-style
which is founded more or less on the
principles of mystery and color has to provide
a field-day in fantasy.
It would be easy, here, to continue on
the theme of sensationalism, searching for
glamour, all that waving-at-the-camera which
characterizes the entire western world's
response to technological drudgery But
clinically reducing the "hip movement" to a
raid on the senses geared specifically for
media consumption fairly reeks of hindsight.
We all take on this air of tolerant amusement
when we speak of those times, and w Jo so
not because of what they were but because of
what has happened since. The fact is, in our
bowels we all know how magical things
seemed then. No, damn it, it was magic. How
hard it is for us to deal with that fact now
that we've "grown up" again. Yes, while
Daddy was broiling the steaks out on the
patio, he was contemplating a "subculture"
which did deliberately attract attention. But
besides being just plain outrageous, these
folks were capable of doing quagmire-syrupy
put-ons followed in one breath by devastating
honesty, cold, fresh and simple. They were
capable of preaching every kind of religious
philosophy on the streets while evolving
impenetrable esoteric and exclusive lives of
their own. Everything previously thought
contradictory did seem to harmonize with
them and there was the tension of magic for a
while. The tension was that same closeness,
interdependence and functionality found in
the parts of all creative acts. Aesthetically, the
time was perfect. All these other people, these
almost mythical "suburbanities" we have
pondered over provided the completion for
the act in their confusion, in their fear, in
their sufaced guilt and resentment. Without
them as targets there would never have been
that explosion in the mid-sixties. Once they
(society) began to adjust to all the changes, it
was over, the element of surprise was used up,
the heavily outnumbered Indians rode off
into the communal hills. The cities are left
with a more pleasant smelling smog
(cannabis-tinged), with bearded bankers, with
fringed-leather matrons, still wandering down
sacred corridors of canned goods.
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Homage to John Berryman
Anita Helie
So John I cannot even put you
out in Soho, or that San Francisco bar
(where you belong) or let you be
the man with sonnets
weeping in his pocket secretly
because you are too near, and less than that;
Because you are the still, wet pain
between the shoulder blades at night,
and the man's turning at the shrapnel
in his side, watching himself, panther-yellow
crouch, and try to crawl out of his smokey
own-lit dream; because you are also the touch
of the hot lover's hand that something molten,
swelling like a crater from this sorry planetYou, John Berryman, having left us
all the vagaries of pride,
here I catch you in the moonlight
with your trousers blown
setting all the watches cocked
and buried in our yards.

You, John Berryman
who wrote dreams and wore them
like incendiaries in your sleeve
who loved women in latrines
(and places they were never loved before)
What are you doing out there in the backyard
under the moon
and my fresh washing?
What dreams did you ask for really,
John Berryman, before the coterizing of the barbecue,
of its own lines, the drink, the fine confusions
we twaddle deeper into as summerlight
grows blue, and progressively
bluer? What empty grottos carved
the far-off water in your eye;
What lines would I find graven
close, inside your thumb? I want only
to know what it was that kept you so kind,
John Berryman, that you would periodically invert
the time, deranging sentences.
Yesterday, I stood where the winds push
waves off Michigan's shore
and tried to dream you something
you probably never were,
John Berryman. Because you never said
you were ten, and they took you
for a ghost with your cut shins
(the two of them, a bloody second pair
of eyes) when you rowed up finally on the grasses;
because you never said the 'dawn breaking westward'
was a light made
you look like Elijah. On a Sunday
I said that, and I say this too,
John Berryman that you were right never to forgive
those heroes,
string y and rotten in the sunset
or the mother's hands praying round
you a halo: for that right taken
there is no forgiveness.
I see you better against a vacant stucco wall
in all your poems: JOHN BERRYMAN, the guy who
got around, or the guy who never got around anywhere
except as shadowfall of someone,
not you, looking out of a shrug, or fingering
wet matchbooks in the rain.
And I see your face,
like a huge Parisian cake
that Christmas night in New York
when you told Lowell you wouldn't be
seeing him again, probably(with a crocus in your pocket
handkerchief, probably)and then finding the only delicatessen
still open that night, probably
standing at the counter a long time
for some salami. You had gotten in so
far I think you knew there were no
elegies, even for poets; after they started
falling off after their tongues
(in P lath stew—Strand, the crows,
and Alvarez mumbling his whiteness)
you must have known there was no
excuse for someone who thought 'life'
might possibly be
'boring.'
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Louise Grunewald

Colorado

A Rosary
Untitled
Or if you do not say
The syllable
a cup
scooped from long tables
linened with radiance of crystal,
knives.
how I love its egg-shell
curve! lipseam
to joint
this cup my eyes
roll back into
catches the window sash
releasing black
foursquare panes.
Come close!
Or is it moon?
dissolving as the taste of frescoe
mints
upon dark water
where the waters peel their flack
ebon-on-b lack

1.
Spaces dwell between things now:
When the sun goes down
A man could walk into it, long
And black as a tree
And still the shadow
Would be within him.

Or does tongue wander inside trees?
Or am I silvered river where the branch runs broken,
beyond speech?,
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Simoon

Moles
Prefer walls facing north:
Nudging one another
Into the earth,
Into the earth,
All along hedgerows
They turn into damp stones.

Obscured, where late sun foals,
colchicine pouch, three rivers
and paislied seed

Ill.
Once
The dragonfly sipped
All night at the edge of the pool
Oracular,
his nimbus blue untimed
by lilies, and the praying rood.

this Maori knew;
hanging bead-pouch above the tent
foreskin sallowed

Now, only the houses
Bear thought; ponderous as casques
Upon dark water, in their windows
The forbidden camel
Winks and dies.

the thought distending purely marbleboughed —
Or is it blind?

by Anita Helle

Most of the time
I stay behind a windowshade:
without a lamp,
without a wooden
rose. In light of last confusions
these things darkly echo
from a room.
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of which to make brown qod.
lapines, the hard corn
mutter. Sunk in his teeth

he would squat, tracing
copper suns
reflected in his palm.
Fronting it, hiatus
taught the tongue to curl
in open weather
taught the body how to curve
a belly out of sand, and shaped
in mind the memory
of coral-shell
innured between the red-roan hills,
a breath
kindred to changes.

SEVEN

The Huxleyan
or the
Skinnerian?
James S. Hoffner

Untitled
If there is one matter over which those
not-so-hairy, turn id-brained primates—who
too often characterize themselves as the
Highest Species—tend to quarrel, it must
concern precisely how specified groups of
them should manage their affairs. And it is
ironic that at a time when such creatures as
ants seem to be unanimously "convinced" of
the way to surmount problems challenging
the survival of their species, the people who
comprise nation states are not.
But from out of the excessive fog of
polemics and the myriad dictates of even
more nebulous true believers, there have come
two recent and logical opinions concerning
just what type of governmental system would
constitute a greater good for groups of
people. Both are In the form of dried ink on
wood pulp.
Brave New World Revisited was
published by the late Aldous L. Huxley in
1958, and in 1971 Burrhus F. Skinner
published Beyond Freedom and Dignity.
Huxley, a man of letters, and Skinner, a
psychologist, evince in these books quite
relevant conclusions about related and
identical topics. Sometimes they are in
agreement. But in most cases each of these
works propounds ideas and value judgments
which are diametrically the opposite of the
other's.
In Brave New World Revisited Huxley
essentially maintained that the governmental
concepts which, when practiced, best serve
humankind, are democracy and individual
freedom. However, according to Huxley the
survival of these institutions is in doubt since
certain technological developments have
engendered formidable threats to the
existence of democracy and freedom. The
dangers are over-population (caused by a
vastly improved means of death control
without an equivalent practice of birth
control), genetic deterioration of the human
species (resulting from the modern
technological and medical factors which have
either created or preserved disadvantageous
mutations, and for the moment have thwarted
the process of natural selection), the tendency
to over-organize human affairs as technical
knowledge increases, recent psychological
advances which, through their application,
tend to make dictators (and those aspiring to
be dictators) more influential, and finally, an
intolerably high degree of apathy on the part
of those who enjoy individual freedom and
the democratic way of life. As far as
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Mark Popoff
over-population is concerned, he viewed
it—and justifiably so—as endangering social
stability, the individual's well-being, and the
preservation of the earth's indispensable
natural resources, regardless of the degree of
technological modernity attained by the
society in question. Huxley also insisted that
all must educate themselves for freedom so
that they may more effectively combat the
influences of such threats.
In Beyond Freedom and Dignity Skinner
asserts that the concepts of freedom and
human dignity are obsolete, and serve as
impediments toward further human progress.
Though he doesn't denounce directly the
democratic institution, it is clear that Skinner
proposes something akin to common notions
of totalitarianism. Too, Beyond Freedom and
Dignity offers no step-by-step plan for the
establishment of the form of government
therein proposed, whereas Brave New World
Revisited does give some specific examples of
what accomplishments would help to bring
about solutions to our problems. Skinner
simply posits the principles upon which such
a plan for action would be based.
He believes that an advanced
"technology of behavior" (i.e., that behavior
which has proven itself to be more conducive
to genetic and cultural survival; that behavior
of this type which causes everyone eliciting it
to be positively reinforced)would presumably
be generated by all. There are, according to
Skinner, two reasons for this: first, because
the way people behave is determined
exclusively by their environment (both
genetically and especially through cultural
conditioning), and second, because under this
Skinnerian system the people whose behavior
was to be determined by the given
environment would themselves determine as
many as possible of the environmental
contingencies upon which their "good"
behavior depended. In other words, before
this government is to be effected, the people
to be conditioned by it first decide (and
Skinner does not say how) in what manner
they are to behave, and then are forced to
indefinitely abide by their decision. It almost
seems democratic. Though Skinner concedes
that a misuse of a technology of behavior.
would be most unfortunate, he insists that
" . . . we can guard against it best by looking
not at putative controllers but at the
contingencies under which they control. It is
not the benevolence of the controller but the
contingencies under which he controls
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benevolently which must be examined."
One reason Skinner feels that a
technology of behavior should be applied to
people in this manner is because a world of
properly conditioned humans is necessary in
order to eliminate such great threats to
cultures as human over-population, depletion
of natural resources, biospheric pollution and
war. He claims that present forms of
government are not nearly as likely to solve
these problems because these traditional
forms are incapable of properly dealing with
human behavior—which is, after all, the
underlying cause of these ills. It is one of the
axioms of Beyond Freedom and Dignity that
"a culture which for any reason induces its
members to work for its survival is more
likely to survive." And Skinner believes that a
science and a technology of behavior
efficiently applied would better enable a
culture's population to attain that end.
Skinner also attempts to convince the reader
that if his plan for government became a
sufficiently widespread reality, humans would
then be capable of far more spectacular
achievements than would be possible under
present governmental circumstances.
Skinner, in this, his latest book, seems to
have changed his stand concerning the degree
of influence placed upon human behavior by
genetic factors versus the social environment.
In Brave New World Revisited Huxley
severely criticized Skinner for indicating in his
1953 treatise, Science and Human Behavior,
that as far as nature versus nurture is
concerned with human behavior, it is nurture
which is the all-important determinant, and
that nature exerts a negligible effect. Skinner
insisted that only the gross differences in the
behavior of different species demonstrated
that hereditary factors were important.
Huxley made it clear that, concerning people,
he believed heredity to be no less significant a
factor than culture. And now, as one reads
Beyond Freedom and Dignity, it becomes
obvious that Skinner has assumed something
much closer to Huxley's position on the
matter. (Although Aldous Huxley isn't
mentioned in Beyond Freedom and Dignity,
it is interesting to note that his grandfather,
the biologist Thomas Henry Huxley, is quoted
as a source of support for one of Skinner's
points.)
One can legitimately wonder that it
seems unusual for a well-known psychologist
to finally "see the light" concerning such a
psychological problem v(hile a dilettante had
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seen said light early enough to justifiably
reb u ke the psychologist's previous—and
presumably erroneous—opinion. This matter
appears odder still where, on page 166,
Skinner exhibits his increasing distaste for the
humanities ("a field once distinguished for its
scholarship . . ."), which he accuses of
commonly exuding "misrepresentations" such
as asserting, for example, that a scientific
analysis of behavior acknowledges that
genetic endowment yields no contribution to
behavior. Here Skinner appears to be
thrashing a straw man—for I doubt that
anyone save a mental dwarf would negate
these genetic contributions.
Because of the iconoclastic nature of
Beyond Freedom and Dignity, it has become
exceptionally controversial, being frequently
written about.* But it is an examination of
the relation of the relative practicability and
usefulness of the proposals offered by each of
these authors which, while most often
avoided, is especially valuable.
Something tells me that if a given culture
acutally did possess a highly sophisticated
technology of behavior, an accepted means of
applying it to the degree specified by Skinner,
and a seemingly infinite capacity for
benevolence and wisdom, then that
application would probably (with the possible
exception of the Palanese culture depicted in
Aldous Huxley's Island) better serve that
culture's members than anything else we are
likely to imagine. In such a situation everyone
would be conditioned not only to be, by
today's standards super-productive, but to
approach his or her career with nothing less
than super-enthusiasm and indefatigable joy.
The members of such a culture would be
perfectly content with every facet of their
existence. There would be no riots, crime,
strikes, ecological crises, unemployment,
wars, neither "Peter Pans" nor "Muscle
Boys", plenty of nutrition, and only as many
epople.as would be required to best serve all.
A most qualitative life indeed! Of course, for
any modern society whose population has
long been divorced from the influence of
natural selection, the universal and intensive
practice of eugenics (both Huxley and—more
recently—Skinner indicate that it is, under
such circumstances, a necessity) would be a
prerequisite for a prolonged cultural survival,
regardless of the political system.
But something also tells me that the
development of the Skinnerian utopia is not
feasible—at least not at the present—within the
Western democracies. For Skinner's proposal
poses a great breach with tradition. If
attempts by sufficient authority to establish it
were made, the resulting popular opposition
per se would almost certainly become another
serious obstacle impeding further human
accomplishment within the nation states
involved. This situation would sacrifice
priceless time and human energies to bitter
dissension while scarcely any progress was
being made against the direct cultural threats.
The problem is that for so long "the
litteratures of freedom and dignity" have
firmly imprinted upon the minds of readers
the nightmarish scenes inherent in societies
*ln the December 30, 1971 issue of the New
York Review of Books Noam Chomsky provides an
interesting rhetorical and methodological analysis of
the book.
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technology of behavior and not needing to
have their characters examined, there is a
third chilling reason why the establishment of
a Skinnerian behaviorist government would
tend to bode ill for the population under its
rule. The reason is that certain people have
always found ways to "beat the systems"
devised by their society. People in High Places
are tempted to be as greedy as they are
rational —and altways at the expense of their
fellows. And of course Skinner's proposition
would be sufficiently complex soas to require
its desigconferences to slip out of the hands
of nearly all non-specialists. What is to
prevent the "putative controllers" from
making clandestine deals with the people
from an equally putative Bureau of
Environmental Contingency Design? Wi II
certain prejucides, favors, and not necessarily
cultural interests figure in the design of the
"good" behavior? Can people safely place
responsibility and trust in the thousands of
certainly necessary synergistic groups of
specialists (all of whom are commodities)
involved in that design? The answers to these
three questions are, respectively, "not much",
"certainly" and "probably not."
Skinner indicates that the ability of
autonomous man to choose prudently is an
illusion. Aldous Huxley believed that the
self-governing are capable of choosing
prudently if a sufficient majority of them is
intelligent enough, informed properly, and
reasonably prosperous (not just in the
economic sense). Skinner asserts that
changing a mind is condoned by the
defenders of freedom and dignity because it is
an ineffective way of changing behavior, and
the changer of minds can therefore escape
from the charge that he is controlling
people." In fact the whole of Skinner's
argument for the application of an advanced'
behavior technology is contingent upon the
assumption that autonomous man cannot
choose prudently; that he cannot be
effectively convinced of what is specifically
known to be better for his culture, nor be
persuaded to act accordingly. Do indeed
democratic political systems fail so miserably
in changing human behavior that the here
outlined risks involved in adopting the
Skinnerian government should be taken? Are
Huxley's conditions for prudent democratic
choice realistically achievable under the
autonomous situation?
Nevertheless, for all its great piumise,
Beyond Freedom and Dignity does not even
attempt to show exactly how the
establishment and operation of Skinner's idea
will be effected. Skinner does not even
attempt to do more than to feed the reader
psychological generalizations about an
obscure form of government that almost
totally transcends sapienistic experience. It is
for this reason that one cannot seriously
consider Beyond Freedom and Dignity even
as proposing an alternative governmental
system. And we must not forget that Skinner
himself on several occasions acknowledges the
fact that we do not yet possess a satisfactory
technology of behavior. However, the quite
specific reforms advised in Brave New World
Revisited are now vastly more practicable—we
have the tradition as well as the machinery
over anything else around, all citizens
presumably have the responsibility of
beginning immediately to ponder Aldous
Huxley's advice, and then of acting upon it.

like those of Nineteen Eighty-four and even
Brave New World. Though Skinner's proposed
state of affairs would have no need for
Brave-New-Woridian hypnopaedia or soma, or
N ineteen Eighty-four-like punishments and
propagan'ia, so many Americans, Britons,
Japanese, and their democratically oriented
couterparts are too fearful of anything
resembling the Skinnerian system and are
probably too vehemently opposed to its being
for it to have beneficial consequences in those
countries.
Skinner's idea would certainly have a
much greater chance for realization if a very
small population of settlers—who had
previously agreed on all pertinent
i ssues—established their own Skinnerian
refuge on an island somewhere. One more
likely way would be if the Skinnerian utopia
was developed under the auspicies of a regime
that was already successfully totalitarian.
Another area where the Skinnerian
system may well prove to have a severe flaw
concerns human biology. In Brave New World
Revisited Huxley insisted that because every
human individual is biologically unique—and
thus enough unlike others of his
species—freedom is a great good. Huxley
believed that due to his biological legacy, man
is not a completely social animaklike an ant
or a bee, but rather an only moderately
gregarious creature such as an elephant or
wolf. Throughout human genetic history our
ancestors formed packs and tribes—nothing at
all similar to the Skinnerian and
Brave-New-Worldian quasi-hive-like cultures.
And the very recently created civilization,
according to Huxley, is not a "social
organism" (e.g., the hive), but merely an
"organization" which only bears a crude and
superficial resemblance to the "social insects'
'organic communities." Therefore, because we
large-brained mammals are so profoundly
different in this respect from the social
insects, no matter how much effort they
exert, people can't create a "social organism".
And if their efforts in this direction are too
great, they will only end up with an
''organ i z at ion'' characterized by
totalitarianism and disintegrating mental
health. It is important to note that an
impressive number of biologists and
zoologists—as well as psychologists—share
Huxley's view, that as individuals are induced
to share Huxley's view, that as individuals are
induced to become, more automaton-like, the
basis for their mental health becomes more
eroded.
But this issue doesn't appear to greatly
disturb Skinner, who insists that the
non-genetic environmental contingencies of
behavior are the overwhelming determinants
of how well and efficiently a society
functions. Since there are so many
authoritative, conflicting opinions about this
idea, perhaps the best question to ask would
be: Even if a much more advanced behavior
technology was available, is enough known
about the individual's psychophysical
mechanism to justify probable features of this
grand Skinnerian departure? A simultaneously
positive and incorrect response to this
question by sufficient autiority could very
easily result in an untimely, messy cultural
pratfall. I doubt that anyone is qualified to
make that response.
Notwithstanding Skinner's assurance
about supposed controllers not misusing the
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A Day to Reme ber
Bayard Johnson
They didn't talk much any more. They
didn't communicate in other ways, either.
They had even stopped loving each other, at
least emotionally. Even when they were
physically loving each other, it was himself he
was thinking of, not her or both of them
together, and she had begun feeling the same
way. Somehow they both knew this about
themselves and each other. They knew it not
because it had happened, but rather had
known from the start that it would happen,
even before they had moved into the house
on the beach together. They were in that
house now, on the screened-in porch which
faced the sea, where it was cooler in the day
and perhaps a little too cold after the sun had
set in the evening. They used to sit there
together in the evening quite often, keeping
each other warm if it was cool, and watching
the salamanders as they scurried and froze on
the ceiling, or else looking out toward the sea
as it endlessly crashed and rolled, smoothing
rocks like a tumbler.
It was while looking out at the sea, soon
after they had moved into the cottage, that he
had first felt the urge to leave, the pull to
search across that sea for dreams from his
boyhood. He kept it from her then and for a
long time, but now she could see it. He was
alone more, and would walk by himself on
the beach during the evening. She too began
to read more, showing him that she too could
be alone.
They sat together now, on the porch in
the evening, and it was the first time for many
weeks that they had done so. It was different,
though, for they now used separate chairs,
and spoke with neither words nor touch. A
lizard showed himself for a moment in a
corner of the ceiling, but they didn't notice
and he was gone, unappreciated. They both
looked toward the sea and the sky, but
neither saw the red streaks or the deep,
tumbling water beneath, fast becoming black.
It was very quiet, evening hushing the tropical
birds; only the immortal gulls cried out,
looking for food or maybe something else,
always looking for something. The people on
the porch became a little cold with the new
breeze, dark off the water, and their thoughts
were the same, though they didn't know it.
There was a time, such a short time ago, when
they would have known.
He would be leaving soon, he was sure
now. He knew by his thoughts when he
walked on the beach, or climbed in the ravine
above the cottage. When he looked at it now,
from the top of the ridge, the cottage was a
shack to him, and when he touched and
caressed the girl she wasn't the same, she
seemed empty somehow. He had found she
was not the end of his road, or the answer he
sought. That end lay somewhere beyond the
porch and beach and even the sea, or perhaps
not even there. She knew all this, and it was
this knowledge, between them from the
beginning, that had kept them each alone
even when they were together. It was between
them now also, and neither knew how it
could be spoken of. They weren't even sure
that they should speak of it at all, for both
believed it might be better to finish without
words.
The darkening sea and sky did not seem
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to draw him now, though; it was more the
shadows of the porch and house that called
him, and he felt that it was not yet time to
leave, that there might still be an answer here.
He decided to stay for awhile longer, and now
reached out and touched her shoulder in the
darkness. She too knew it would not end
now, that for a few days, a few 'weeks
perhaps, there was yet a hope that he might
find what he searched for in her and the
cabin, the beach and the sea with the hills
behind.
When he awoke the next morning, early
as the dawn was lighting the sky from behind
the hills, the woman seemed a stranger to
him. He did not know here as she now was,
but rather only through memories of what she
used to be to him. He was a little ashamed of
the night before and of postponing the
decision, and was amazed at how quickly
dreams were revived in the soft shadows of
dusk. Taking note of this observation to
insure better judgment in the future (when he
would undoubtedly disregard it), he rose and
dressed very quietly and yet rapidly, for
though he wanted to be sure that the woman
stayed asleep, the atmosphere of the shack
had become so oppressive that he almost ran
through the porch and down to the beach. It
was only then that he realized that he had
forgotten to take any food for breakfast, but
quickly decided not to risk a trip back inside.
He would certainly not be hungry, having
lived near the sea most of his life, and the
fresh mollusks and fruit would be better than
cheese with bread anyway. Also, the fruit
inside had been picked the day before, and by
now would have lost its edge of freshness.
Having made his decision concerning
breakfast, he started down the beach toward
the river, about five or six miles away, where
boats from the main islands stopped and some
stores had been built. He usually walked
north, in the other direction, toward the less
inhabited and uncultivated end of the island,
but this morning seemed different from most
so he took a different path. Though it was the
same problem which gnawed at him, there
seemed now to be an answer somewhere
inside him, which needed only to be drawn
out. The problem was clear, and as he climbed
over a steep headland, with rocks jutting out
into the sea below in steep and violent cliffs,
breaking waves into fine spray, words came
into his mind about the problem. Usually he
made poems about his problems, private
poems which were never written down, but
which served their purpose in telling the
problem and then the solution. The answer
was usually plain to see once the problem was
put in simple and clear terms. He was
climbing now and the sun was hot on his
back, becoming warmer and brighter all the
time, and the words came easily:
I must be free
You're restricting me
I love you much
But I cannot live in chains
The waves gave a rhythm to his words,
and he repeated them to himself as he
descended from the crest of the ridge, back
toward the sea. He had stopped for a moment
at the top, and the breeze off the ocean that
cooled him had also cleared his mind of the
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heat and haziness of the ascent. His thinking
processes were now sharp and crystal-clear,
and as he regained the beach he realized that
those lines were not the problem, or at least
not all of it. He wasn't trapped by her so
much as by the experiences they had felt
together. If it were just her he could leave,
but it was memories, and they involved him
also. He saw that memories could hurt if they
were cut off or deserted, and saw also that
their memories needed to be spoken and put
into words. With little effort these came to
him, or from him, seeming to rise from deep
within as if they had been stored for a long
time.
We were as one
You bore my son
I'd like to pay
But soon I'll grow insane . .
Of course she hadn't borne his son, but a
situation always seemed clearer to him if he
dramatized it and over-emphasized some of
the details. Besides, it would have been
possible for her to have had a child, and its
inclusion into the problem made it that much
more difficult, and a conscientious solution so
much more necessary.
He had been walking for over an hour,
and in that time had filled his stomach so that
it was comfortable, eating creatures as he
found them in the rocks and surf.
Occasionally he would stop and look back,
usually when he reached one of the minor
points which created bays in the coast, and
trace his steps all the way back to the
preceding point. They were the only
disturbance in the white sand, save a few stray
bits of driftwood and an occasional slick
where a stream, too small to cut a channe',
soaked through the sand on its way to the sea.
He reflected that in about four hours, after
the next tide, only the pieces of wood and the
slick would remain. They would have
changed a little while the ocean covered them,
but they would still be pretty much the same.
As he approached the large point, which
took at least an hour to climb, or could be
waded at low tide in much less time, he
continued on his problem. He was trapped, he
had decided, but he wasn't sure why. Two
years ago the same situation had been his
paradise, but now he had tried it and found it
lacking. He realized now that it was those
other paradises, dozens of them, that called to
him; the hundreds of dreams that hadn't been
asnwered yet. He didn't know how many he
would try before one could fulfill him, but as
he had lived some dreams already he
suspected there were many yet to be
experienced.
The words for dreams were harder to
find; they eleuded him and he was forced to
make some poetic concessions. In time they
became ordered, but he didn't really like the
compromise, and had to repeat the lines
several times before they sounded right.
I'd wander long
Among the palms
I'd live so free
But I'm all tied un with you ...
He had to smile at the poor quality.
Although he was already wandering among
the palms, the lines seemed to say dreams to a
certain extent. They were supposed to be
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future dreams, not past ones that were now
the present, but since it was the situation and
not the physical setting he was after he
decided the lines were adequate.
He was at the base of the large point
now, beyond which lay the river and the
landing, with a boat travelling among the
islands stopping every afternoon. Since the
tide was neai its high, it would take
considerable effort to go past the point to the
landing, and he had no reason to climb over
the point just to return a few hours later.
Since he knew few people at the landing, and
nobody whom he particularly wished to see,
there could be only one reason for him to go
beyond the point.
He sat among some rocks at the base of
the cliff, where the sea, attacking the land,
had worn a rock wall from the hill that had
formerly protruded into the water. Here he
was sheltered from the heavy sound of the sea
and from the wind, but open to the sun's
heat, which was intense at midday and would
have burned him when he first arrived. He
thought of the problem, and knew that the
next lines must contain the solution.
He lay among the rocks for a long time,
for what seemed like an hour or more but was
probably much less. For the past few months
time had meant little to him, and he had lost
the skill of judging and calculating how long a
time was. It was on purpose that he had given
his watch away, to a friend who was at school
and could use it, before going to the island,
and he had even thought that he might never
own a watch again Now he knew that he
would, but just not how soon. Watches and
time were important only when decisions
were to be made, and now he wished he knew
the hour, for it would be very awkward if he
should pass the final obstacle only to find
that it was later than four o'clock and the
boat had left. One often changes his mind
when more time is suddenly available, he
knew, and if the decision were made he
wanted to follow it up, instantly. An entire
day of reflecting, and staying overnight alone
and lonely under the bright tropical sky could
have a great effect on his mood and decision.
He stood up suddenly among the rocks,
and after the long time of lying in the sun the
decision seemed to well upward, not all at
once but moving steadily up; visible, but not
yet too clear, when still at a great depth. The
water was very calm and smooth, and when
he first saw the decision, way down, he could
not be sure which it was. Then it was clear,
right on the surface in the front of his brain,
not just a path but a wide road with no
doubt, and it was a real decision and not just
a stall or a postponement. The decision that
had been deep inside , probably from the time
he turned south instead of north on the
beach, was irreversible now. He didn't like to
let decisions come until they were very
definite, for he hated to have doubts and to
reconsider once he decided to do something.
Maybe it was because the decision had never
before been quite sure inside him that he had
always before walked north on the beach,
almost as if on purpose.
Now that the decision was made and he
had accepted its conditions, the sun was too
hot to stay among the rocks. Decisions
demanded action, and he didn't have the time
either for the tide or the climb so he started
out through the surf, wading at first, feeling
cooled off and invigorated after the
sluggishness and drowsiness of the heat. With
each wave he turned sideways and jumped,
fighting to keep the water off his face, finally
giving in on a large wave and submerging
himself as it approached, feeling it crash just
above him; a tense and awkward moment
until he was beyond the zone of breakers,
where he could be swept back to the beach.
He'd had much practice getting past the
breakers, once on a beach where they broke
right on the sand, and if a wave threw you or
you caught one too high coming in you'd be
slammed onto the wet sand. It was tricky,
because unless you knew the beach you
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wouldn't expect five feet of water after a
wave to disappear before the next one came
in, and it was said that people had broken
their necks on that beach by not ducking
their heads and rolling when they were
thrown down. *-lere he would not be crashed
on the beach if a breaker caught him, and he
didn't even risk getting clawed by mushroom
coral, there being none on this beach or even
this side of the island, but could only be
swept back to the shore and shallow water.
That would have been slightly embarrassing
with the birds flying around and watching
him, even though they pretended not to be
looking. Besides, he didn't want his decision
to be influenced, didn't even want to think
about it now.
It was a rapid journey through the zone
of the breakers, and he was into the swells in
a much shorter time than it would seem
thinking back on it, for exciting times were
always longer, and then it was calm and very
quiet after the surf. Its noise was aimed
toward the beach, and out here the swells
were quiet and not capping at all, just rising
and then lowering; he lay on his back with his
feet out and the swellswould loom in front of
him, blocking out the horizon and the rocks
off the point and he could see only the sky,
the swell looking like it would crush him until
suddenly he was lifted and on top for a
moment; he could see the rocks and some
clouds way off and, tilting his head back and
looking up he saw the green hills and, way up,
the white beach for an instant; then he was
sliding down and exactly where he had been
before but with a new wave rising in front of
him. The waves and the rise and fall relaxed
his tension about the decision, but his
perception and thinking remained clear and
the words, blocked before by doubt anda
little nervousness, now came without effort.
He had not even been thinking about the
words, had made his decision without them,
but now it was right for sure and there was no
tension or even guilt about it; the words were
so good that he didn't even repeat them
Forgive me please
But I must leave
I'll weep for you
But I know what I must do .
He was pleased to notice that it even fit
the rhyme scheme. He had known it would,
because the poem was going perfectly and
that meant the situation must be progressing
right, too, but it still surprised him that it
should rhyme without planning. He decided it
must have been very well thought out before
coming to the surface.
Swimming out beyond even the swells,
which disappeared quickly into choppy little
waves, almost ripples, in a slight breeze, he
headed toward a wide gap between the point
and one of the rocks that had been cut off by
the sea. Breaststroke was the easiest, because
he could hold his head up and see where he
was going without effort, and also could look
down into the depths of the water. He
couldn't see the bottom, but streaks of light
went way down and merged with darkness. It
always frightened him a little to swim where
there was darkness below, and now a sudden
shadow rising from the darkness for an instant
started a tremor of panic; he remembered
movies of sharks tearing at a wounded one,
crazed with blood and ripping him apart even
as he swam, squirming and wriggling, in his
attempts to escape; another movie of two
huge sharks outside a steelbarred cage with
cameramen and some fresh meat inside,
clashing their teeth on the bars and rocking
the entire cage, their mouths looking like
tunnels leading straight to their stomachs, and
so many teeth that they came in rows. Many
other memories came also, ones of men
disappearing from the waist down in one bite,
screaming in the water until the rest was gone
and the blood all over made the sharks crazy
enough to try to bite through a steel-hulled
ship. The panic was growing and more stories
were coming fast until he stopped them, froze
his mind and then slowly let it start thinking
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again, rational and calm thoughts and how he
must swim slowly, very slowly, and watch the
point and think only about the land beyound
concentrating on channelling his thoughts
toward his progress only.
The rest of the swim seemed very rapid
when he thought back on it. He was thinking
of the mechanics of the swim, concentrating
on it to control his mind, until the panic was
completely gone and he could relax, just
swimming easy and not thinking at all. There
was a dreamlike quality then, barely noticing
the point flatten out as the land beyond came
into view; staying well out to sea from the
river's turbulence, but not worrying or even
thinking about the possible danger of the
undertow; seeing the cargo boat alongside the
dock as he swam past the river mouth, moving
in through the rollers, then a good ride, a
wonderful, exhilarating ride through the surf
and then standing up when the water was
only to his knees. Now he was alive and free
from fear of sharks or dark waters or
anything, and with no regrets, free from that
damn bitch and her gentle web that held him
by pretending not to. Later he would think
fondly of her, sorry he had thought of her as
a bitch, but now he was free and seemed
about sixteen years old suddenly, running
through the shallow water, the sand, some
bushes ahd past the buildings and some
people that stared and then up to the quay;
breathing hard but laughing and almost falling
down. He tore open the pocket where his
merchant marine card was sewn into the
white shorts, now worn but new when he had
first arrived and had the foresight to carry the
card with him always. It entitled him to a ride
on any merchant vessel where there was space
if he would work, and if they needed sailors
he would even be paid. This was a popular
line, though, so he would be happy to work
for just his passage.
For the first time now, as he presented
his card to the half-breed who was in charge
of loading, Mike realized how he must
appear—a three-month's beard and no shirt or
shoes, which he now remembered were back
among the rocks about half a lifetime away.
The half-breed had been raised by his
native mother, and therfore knew the value of
humor in a casual situation. He grinned,
almost laughing, and, reading the name off
the card: 'Michael, you're lucky. You not
only get your passage but money as well on
this trip.'
'That is luck, but now I could use food
more than money.'
Their smiles matched now for a moment,
each recognizing in the other a man who
could appreciate casual things, and then they
went to eat some food together.
It was three days to the main island,
with many stops between, and it was on the
second day, lying in the breeze and the sun
with nothing to do, that Mike finished it
finally. He felt the freedom that always
followed a finishing, but knew also that soon
would come the regret and, someday, even
the sentimental feelings about the woman. It
was for this possible sentimentality that he
made the last two verses, and even recalled
and wrote down the whole poem. He
suspected he'd find some more dreams,
maybe stop with one sometime, but the poem
was him as far as she was concerned.
The end came easily, lying on the top
deck in the sun with the ocean all around the
boat.
I'll travel lone
The world my home
I'll dream of you
And love you more by leaving.
In my old dreams
We'll live dead scenes
The world my home
Just moving slow and dreaming.
The time for dreaming would come, but
now he was very alive in the present. After a
while the half-breed came up and they talked
about his childhood in the islands.
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TENURE STUDY
by Al Smith

editor's note: Should tenure be abolished at
the University of Puget Sound? The following
is the concluding article of a five-article series
based on a two-month study of tenure and
academic freedom at this university.
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In Nat Hentoff's view, tenure, which
actually combines academic freedom and job
security under one policy, protects a teacher
from everything but "death, retirement, or
assassinating a member of the board of
trustees."
Few people regard tenure as a necessary
item on the academic agenda. With tenure,
the system lacks accountability. There is little
opportunity for redress when the tenured
faculty member ceases to perform as a useful
element of an academic community.
Protected under the sanctitious wing of
tenure, a special breed of tenured mandarins
slowly evolves. Moreover, tenure in many
cases seems to dull the ambitions of these
professors. Consequently, they grow out of
touch with the pressing needs of the
community in which they live and work.
Personal interests are pitted squarely
against the educational interests of the
student. Research and study relevant to
teaching subjects are neglected and classroom
performance dwindles.
Tenure thus tends to breed, or at least
harbor, mediocrity, incompetence, and
laziness. When this occurs, it is clear that the
university cannot, within a reasonable period
of time, accomplish much of a significant
upgrading of teaching performance.
These are the conditions which generally
convince the distressed onlooker that
academic tenure is not a healthy policy.
To the student, nothing is more
discouraging than spending over $200 for a
course, only to find himself listening to a
professor who has nothing significant to say.
To the administrator, nothing is more
frustrating than finding within the ranks of
the faculty a tenured professor of obvious
incompetence earning a top salary until he
dies, retires, or assassinates a trustee.
Even so, the danger of mediocrity and
gross professional inadequacy must be plotted
against the danger to academic freedom if
tenure did not exist.
In two of the three case studies
published by the TRAIL in this series of
articles on tenure (Dr. Robert C. Lee and Dr.
LeRoy Annis), we attempted to illustrate how
outspoken faculty members sometimes find
themselves at a distinct disadvantage when it
comes to academic security.

ADMINISTRATIVE DISATISFACTION
In the case of Dr. Lee, the
administration expressed its dissatisfaction
with the politically active professor by
attempting to terminate his teaching contract.
A year later, in 1968, Dr. Annis encountered
trouble with the same people as a result of his
political activism, among other things.
It is not our intention to cast
light on any of these cases in such a manner as
to imply that they are singular cases of an
exemplary nature, and that for their bravery
and uniqueness, the individuals involved were
being persecuted by vigilante administrators.
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Nor is it our purpose to decide for the
university whether or not it should encourage
or discourage political activity within the
ranks of the faculty. We are not lauding
revolutionary politics over conservative
politics, or activism over passivism.
For our purposes, we only wish to
demonstrate that in the normal course of
events, views and attitudes of multipolar
origins come into conflict with each other,
and it appears as if this conflict has at least
some bearing upon academic freedom and
tenure.
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Moreover, it is apparant that those
professors who are most deeply concerned
with the consequences of this conflict are the
ones who would be most affected by it. In
other words, the outspoken or politically
active faculty member is inevitably the one
who will be the most inconvenienced as a
result of academic conflicts when tenure is
involved.
It should be clear, then, that our point
of departure must be interpreted strictly in
terms of tenure. Should tenure be maintained
as a viable instrument of academic procedure
at this university?
As the cases of Dr. Lee and Dr. Annis
have shown, the principle justification of
academic tenure is that it enables a teacher to
perform his scholarly duties without the
pervading fear of economic reprisal.
Academic freedom exists both because
of a moral conviction that the university
should not interfere with the inalienable
rights of man, and because of the pragmatic
recognition that free trade in ideas is an
indispensable condition to enlightened
community decision and action.
As we pointed out in an earlier article,
"A professor's work consists of his thought
and speech. To inhibit them is to inhibit a
professor's productivity and usefulness."
In any university, academic freedom is
of paramount importance. The university is a
citadel of thought. It is an institution which
revolves and evolves around the uninhibited
search for truth, and the free exposition of
that truth.
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But the plain fact of the matter is this: A
university administration may at times bend
under pressure from the public to the extent
that academic freedom becomes seriously
jeopardized.

FACULTY SECURITY
According to one dean at this university,
for example, the administration would just as
soon do without tenure.
"We do not like to grant too much
security to a faculty member," the spokesman
indicated.
A non-tenured professor may literally be
fired at the whim of a president or a board of
trustees, in some instances. The professor
need never be told why he has been fired.
There is no legal recourse left for him.
Tenure guarantees that a penalty of this
magnitude will only be imposed when there
are significant, compelling, completely
relevant grounds for doing so, and then only
under scrupulously fair procedures. Thus,
when tenure policies are strictly enforced,
administrative witch hunts and purges simply
do not happen, because the individual
concerned can always demand due process.
He can insist on hearings and testimony. He
can call in the aid of the American
Association of University Professors or his
own colleagues. His accusers must produce
specific charges and present conclusive
documentation. The burden of proof rests
solely upon the shoulders of the
administration, just as the burden of proof in
a court of law rests upon the shoulders of the
state.
The exercise of academic freedom has
many facets, but the least sublime of them are
seldom noted. One author recently catalogd
those characteristics like this:
The teacher and scholar must be
uninhibited in criticizing, and in advocating
changes of
accepted theories,
widely held beliefs,
existing social, political, and
economic institutions,
the policies and programs of the
educational institution at which he serves,
the administration and governing
board of the institution at which he serves.
In addition, he must be uninhibited in
coming to the aid of any of his colleagues
whose academic freedom is in jeopardy.
These are the conditions of maximum
academic freedom. And because of their
nature, those are the freedoms which, if
exercised, are most likely to come under the
fire of an administration or an angry public.
That is why we must have academic
tenure. A university can withstand the dead
wood on the faculty if it can be guaranteed of
professors whose scholarly activity is not
hindered be a fear of being fired.
Academic freedom and tenure do not
exist because of a particular solicitude for
those who staff our insitiutions. Rather, they
exist for the benefit of the total community,
a common good which is too obvious to
require much enumeration.
On balance, society gains much more
from academic tenure than it loses. That is
what counts.
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UPS wants more students next year

A UPS science student makes use of expanded electron
microscope facilities now at UPS. A second electron
microscope, purchased from UW, is six years old, but is
still the latest available model.
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The University of Puget
Sound hopes to realize a total
1972-73 enrollment of 2,776
students, 50 more than this year,
according to Dr. Richard Dale
Smith, vice-president of the
university.
Smith also reported that the
university would admit 50 fewer
freshmen next year.
The difference between that
reduction and the anticipated
higher total enrollment figure
will be made up by accepting
greater numbers of transfer
students from other colleges.
Smith reported that only 20
more freshmen need to be
accepted for the university to
reach its freshman class
enrollment goal.
Figures quoted by the
vice-president indicated that
there are 130 more transfer
acceptances than there were at
this time last year.
Smith anticipated a steadily
increasing trend in the number
of students being accepted in the
future. But because of an
inexplicable dramatic increase in
enrollment last year, however,
figures for this year have leveled
off some.
Smith said this temporary
phenomenon has been reflected
in enrollment statistics from
colleges all over the United
States.
Even so, it appears as if next
year's enrollment will rise by a

After two year delay, Hansen
finally receives tenure grant
After a delay of nearly
two years, Dr. Tim Hansen,
associate professor of English
and urban studies, will be
granted tenure with his 1972-73
teaching contract, according to
Dean of the University J.
Maxson Reeves.
Dr. Hansen first requested
tenure early in 1970. At that
time, the department chairman,
Dr. Rosemary Van Arsdel, asked
the tenured faculty for their
opinion. They voted against
tenure.
But in a second meeting they
reversed the earlier vote and
agreed to give Hansen tenure.
Even so, tenure was not
forthcoming for him until this
year.
A student evaluation was
prepared by the English
department last year for use in
Hansen's classes. These
questionnaires were sent to his
1970 spring semester students,
Dr. Van Arsdel reported.
According to a memo issued
jointly by the English
department and the humanities
division last year, the results of
the evaluation were mixed.
About 60% of the responses
expressed satisfaction with
Hansen's teaching.
Later, another set of
evaluations was sent to Hansen's
summer school students, but

DAILY PICK-UP AND
DELIVERY AT DORMS

again, there was no consensus.
"With ambiguity in both the
faculty and student evaluations,
the decision . . . was to let the
next contract be an annual
rather than a tenure contract,"
the joint memo stated.
Dr. Van Arsdel initiated a
further evaluation from Hansen's
colleagues prior to the Feb.
1971 date for contract release,
but a consensus still could not
be reached.
Van Arsdel, humanities
director Dr. Robert Albertson
and the university dean then met
to consider Hansen's tenure
request. As a result of that
meeting, Dr. Albertson
announced that tenure for
Hansen in the English
department was ''highly
unlikely."
He also felt that Hansen's
"primary interest was not in the
teaching of English."
Albertson said that Hansen
might be suited in a different
field, such as urban studies.
After a year's trial period,

however, Albertson reversed his
position, and with the
department of English, agreed to
grant Hansen tenure.
On Jan. 17, 1972, Dr. Van
Arsdel reported that another set
of student evaluations had been
sent out. The evaluation, which
she said was ''carefully
monitered in accordance with
standard department
procedure," resulted in a very
favorable recommendation for
Hansen.
After reviewing the students'
response, the English
department and the division of
humanities framed a tenure
recommendation for Hansen.
That recommendation has been
approved by Dean Reeves and
President of the University Dr.
R. Franklin Thompson, and is
currently under review by the
Instruction Committee of the
Board of Trustees.
It is expected that the
recommendation will receive
favorable consideration by the
trustees, Hansen reported.
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steady growth rate, much as
they have since 1952, Smith
said.
Smith explained that the
university plans in accordance
with a basic "philosophy of
growth" over time. He said that

that is why UPS is aiming for 50
more students and an additional
$100,000 in revenue.
He said the new students
could be absorbed without
having to cut back on services
offered by the university.

Hopewell wins chemistry prize
One of two major regional
research prizes was recently
awarded by the American
Chemical Society to William
Hopewell, a senior UPS
chemistry student, according to
Dr. Howard Clifford, assistant
professor of chemistry.
Hopewell is the fourth UPS
student to win one of those
awards during the past four
years.
His thesis topic on "The
Effects of Ligand Substitution
on the Electronic Spectra of
Several Rhodium and Iridium
Complexes" was presented in
competition with the work of
student chemists representing a
dozen other Northwest colleges
and universities.
Of the two major awards,
Hopewell received the "best

research" award.
Jeff Hamilton, also a student
at the University of Puget
Sound, won an honorable
mention award for his research
in organic chemistry.
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Faculty demands progres's
in Army negotiations
The UPS Faculty Senate
passed a resolution Monday to
recommend that the University
Council consult with the
administrative officers of the
university in order to initiate
"further negotiations with the
military authorities [at Fort
Lewis Army Base] on the
subject of faculty choice of
instructors for military base
courses," according to the
minutes of the Senate meeting.
This action was taken after
the Senate heard a report of a
joint meeting of the Academic
and Professional Standards
Committees, which were charged
with framing a recommendation
to ease the conflict between the
Army base and Dr. LeRoy
Annis, associate professor of
English, who has been barred
from teaching UPS military
extension courses on the base.
James M. Greenhaigh, the
post's civilian educational
services officer, told the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer on Dec. 17,
1970 that he had suggested the
ban against Annis because "of
the man's widely publicized
support of dissent and militant
organizations."
According to Bradley Millard,
chairman of the Professional
Standards Committee, the
committee members present at
the joint meeting "were in
general agreement that the
prerogative of faculty
appointment at the Fort Lewis
extension center must remain
with the university."
Millard also reported that the
university might require a
specific clause in the contract to
this end. Indications are,
however, that the university
would be unwilling to push for
such a clause, Millard said
He also noted that the
committee doubted if the Army
would be willing or able to
accept such a stipulaiton in the
contract.
Dean of the University J.
Maxson Reeves told the Senate
members that "it is somewhat
reprehensible for the military to
tell UPS who on the faculty
could teach on the bases."
"The entire faculty must be
involved," he continued. "It
must be on the record that we,
as a university, insist on the right
to choose the faculty for our
courses."
Reeves predicted that if the
university takes this stand, the
Army might not sign the
contract.
The university dean
maintained that this is a faculty
matter. He felt that the faculty
was generally unaware of the
principle and problems involved.
Reeves commented that when
this affair had previously come

before the University Council
the five publics which had been
asked to report their opinions
on the issue took no significant
action.
The Alumni Executive Board
voted to proceed and continue
the contract with the base.
The Central Board of the
Associated Student Body stated
that it was a faculty matter so
the faculty should deal with it.
The Central Board of the
Associated Student Body stated
it was a faculty matter so the
faculty should deal with it.
The Trustees did not respond
as a body. Those in attendence
at the Council meeting did not
want to "rock the boat," Reeves
indicated.
T h e administration
considered the recent contract
to be a good program for the
university, and the faculty never
came to grips with the problem
at all.
In response to that challenge,
the Faculty Senate agreed to
take the Fort Lewis problem
into its own hands if progress is
not made in negotiations with
the fort, according to Dr. Wilbur
Baisinger, professor of speech
and drama, and Senate
chairman.

Preregistration for fall, 1972 nears completion in the basement of Jones HatL

Central Board issues proclamation
asking for U.S. troops withdrawal
Central board issued an
official proclamation asking for
the immediate withdrawal of all
U.S. combat forces from South
Vietnam during their meeting
May 9. The proclamation read as
follows:
"Central Board, the legislative

Dual grading system proposed
A dual grading system for
UPS students will be proposed
by the Academic Standards
Committee for faculty
consideration this spring,
according to Professor Keith
Berry. If approved, the proposal
could go into effect next fall.
The new system would offer
incoming students a choice of
the traditional A, B, C, D, F
grades, or P/NP (Pass/No Pass).
Students would choose an
option when they enter, and
would be allowed to change
their option twice during their
undergraduate college career.
A previous proposal to
change the whole grading system
to A, B, C, W was defeated by
the faculty earlier this spring. A
"two-track" grading system was
proposed at that time by Dr.
Robert Albertson, and the
committee was asked to look
into it.
According to Berry, option A
(traditional grades) is the "status
quo" option. In addition to A,
B, C, D, F, I, IP grades, pass/fail
grading would be retained under
the first option. However, P/F
would be changed to P1W
(Pass/Withdraw). Students
would be allowed to take only
one course P/W per semester, as
at present.
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Option B is essentially a
Credit/No Credit grading system,
according to committee member
Professor Theodore Taranovski.
If a student chose this option, he
would be required to take all of
his courses P/NP. Passing work
must meet ''satisfactory"
standards, or "C" level on the
traditional grading scale.
Taranovski stated that option
B is a system with which several
colleges are now experimenting A student would be
able to switch from one option
to another at any time during
the school year. However, if he
were to move from option A to
option B, then back to A all in
one semester, he would exhaust
his chances to change options
for his remaining undergraduate
UPS career.
Students would graduate
under the grading system with
which they were graded during
the last semester.
A HP/P/NP (Honors/Pass/No
Pass) system for option B was
rejected by the subcommittee
members, as being a system
which, in reality, retains grade
categories.
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organ of the ASUPS, in a 6-4
vote issues the following
statement.
'We (the ASUPS) will only
support a policy of immediate
withdrawal fo all U.S. combat
forces from South Vietnam.'
A group of students attending
the meeting charged that Central
Board was attempting to speak
for every individual on campus
and asked the Board to adopt
the following motion:
"We, the students of the
ASUPS, feel that Central Board
did not properly represent the
views of all the students of the
University of Puget Sound in
their proclamation concerning
the Vietnam War and wish to
have this notice irbcluded along
with the proclamation itself."

The motion was defeated by
a vote of 8-4. President David
Wissmann indicated that Central
Board's deicsion could be put to
a student body vote if petitions
were submitted signed by 25%
of the student body.
The group of students
disappointed with Central
Board's decision immediately
commenced their search for
signatures, and came up with
178 student supporters Tuesday
evening.
Dan Michels, a spokesman,
said, "Since the proclamation
went out Wednesday morning,
the effort to reject Central
Board's decision failed. The
petition might have been
successful if more time would
have been available."

WE SPECIALIZE IN EOUIPMENT FOR DIVER
COME IN AND SEE US AT 2515 6th Ave.
OR CALL FU 3-3789
;AIU Certified Diving Classes
FREE AiR
RENTALS
SERVICE
SALES

Salesman for retail jewelry store
part-time work now and full-time work this summer.
Start immediately. $2.25 per hour to start and time
and a half for Sunday work. Experience in retailing
will help but not necessary. We train on the job. Must
have good character references. Apply:
Mr. Rodenhouser
Friedlander and Sons, Inc.,
Tacoma Mall
Chance for advancement and good future to a
conscientious person.

CHAPMAN'S
DRUG
3123 North 26th
5K 2-6667
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(UPSNB) Five music scholarship students of the School of
Music at the University of Puget Sound garnered top honors at the
Greater Spokane Music Festival held recently in Spokane. Four of
the music majors are currently studying piano under
artist-in-residence David Kaiserman, associate professor of music at
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UPS.
Larry Johnson, French horn student of Robert Bonnevie at

UPS, placed first in his division at the festival.
Pianist Lorna Little, a freshman at UPS, placed first in the
solo division, second in the open concerto and third in the
Beethoven divisions; sophomore Marilyn Rehfeld tied for first place
in the open concerto and finished second in the Bach division.
Janice Berntsen, a UPS junior, placed second, third and
fourth in the Solo, Open Concerto and Romantic division.
Sophomore piano major Jerry Berthiaume finished fourth in the
Young Artist division and fourth in the Contemporary division.

Friday, May 12
Bookstore "Don't forget Mother" Sale
Chi Omega Eleusian
Tacoma Choral Society concert, FUMC, 8:15, p.m.
University Theatre, "A Midsummer Night's
Dream," 8 p.m.
Campus Flick, "The Fox," 6 and 8:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 13
Track: Portland State at UPS, 1:30

***
There will be an informative meeting for all students
interested in the 1973 Winterim Scandinavian Study Tour on
Wednesday, May 17th at 8:00 p.m. in the O.T. Building, D-6
classroom. A guest from the Scandinavian Airlines and a film will be
the highlights of this meeting. Help plan the focus of this trip.

MFA Exhibit, May 13 to 30
Campus Flick, "the Fox," 6 and 8:30 p.m.
AU School Street Dance and Kegger, Todd Hall
parking lot and field
AU School tennis Tournament
Sunday, May 14
University Church, 11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Newman Mass, 6 p.m.
Tuesday, May 16
Central Board, 6 p.m., Mc106
Campus Flick: "Interlude," 6 and 8:30 p.m.
"White Roots of Peace," SUB lounge
Wednesday, May 17
Episcopal Communion, 10 a.m.
Puget Sound Symphonic Band, 8:15, Kilworth
Thursday, May 18
Open forum with ASB executives, 12, SUB lounge
Friday, May 19
Senior Recital, John Leonard, guitar, 8:15 p.m.
Campus Flick: "The Boston Strangler," 6 and 8:30
p.m.

How often have our medical problems been dismissed as
"just in your head"? How long have we been kept ignorant of our
bodies? Now, we can learn to understand, diagnose, and treat many
of our medical problems, ourselves. We can be trained as paramedics.
Paramedics are people who have learned to understand and do basic
necessary health care. Some women are meeting to listen to a tape
on socialist health care. Women paramedics will come down from
Seattle to teach classes and share their experience with us.
Eventually we may set up a Women's Clinic. Mostly we want to get
together, talk about women's medicine and discuss paramedic
training. This will be held Friday, May 12th at 8:00 p.m. at the
Shelter Half Coffeehouse located at 1902 Tacoma Ave. S.

Professor Leonard Neufeldt of the English Department of
the University of Washington will present a poetry reading today at
UPS. Newfeldt, a native of Canada, has published widely in literary
magazines, and has both a colleciton of poems (A Way of Walking)
and a collection of essays (An Emerson Symposium) scheduled for
publication this year. the reading wil be helf in Mc106 at 3:00; there
is no admission charge.

1

***

Arthur Miller's dramatization of the 17th century Salem
"witch trials", The Crucible, will be performed Friday and Saturday
nights at The Lyric Theatre, with a local cast headed by Kathleen
Kelleher, Jonathan Field and Margaret Haynes.
The play focuses on themes still valid in contemporary
America, displaying reactions reminiscent of the loyalty trials in
which American justice was embroiled in the 1950's.
Tickets for the production are available by mail from the
Lyric Playhouse, 2115 Fifth Avenue, or prior to 8:30 a.m. curtain
time at the box office. Performances continue through June 10.

***

An address by William K. Hosokawa, associate editor of the
Denver Post, will headline an observance of the 30th anniversary of
the wartime relocation of Japanese-Americans next week at Tacoma
Community College.
Hosokawa, author of the book, "Nisei, the Quiet
Americans," will speak at noon May 19 in Building 15, Room 8, at
TCC. His topic will be the experiences of 110,000
Japanese-Americans who were interned in relocation centers during
World War H.
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It must be twenty years since the place was
painted. But you won't be able to tell it
when the job's done. And while you're
working, the great taste of Coca-Cola
keeps everybody happy.

10:30
-

8:15

-

8:15

.

10:15

It's the real thing. Coke.

STUDENT RATES

Admission ....... 90
Skate Rentals. .45

7310 Steilacoom Boulevard S.W.
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TACOMA, WASH.
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UPS alumni (from right) Timothy Pettet and David Vance along with Rev. Milton
Andrews were arrested in Spring 1970 in an anti-war rally in Tacoma's Wright Park.

TO THE 1972 COLLEGE GRADUATES:

When I think of what it means to be graduating from
college in today's world. I reflect sometimes on the
story that is told of an old and wise teacher in
ancient Greece. It is said that there was no question
which the teacher could not answer and nothing which
he could not understand. Finally, one student thought
of a way to discredit his teacher's wisdom.
The student planned to conceal a bird in his hands.
He would ask the old man to guess what he was holding
and, if he guessed a bird, the boy would ask whether
Should the old man guess dead,
it was dead or alive.
But, if the wise
the boy would let the bird fly away.
man guessed the bird was alive, the boy would crush out
its life and open his hands to reveal a dead bird.
And so it happened, until the boy asked, "Is the bird
alive or dead?" The old man replied, "My son, the
answer to that question is in your hands."

a •

Today the future of this Nation surely rests in your
Whether the promise of progress and prosperity
hands.
will be realized, whether democracy and freedom will
grow, whether men will continue to be governed by human
wisdom -- all this, and more, rests in your hands.
You are the best educated generation in our history.
What will you do with your knowledge and ideas? 110w
fully will you engage your mind and will and spirit
in helpisg to make America an even better place to live?
I am hopeful that you will use your talents and knowledge
Now is the
help make our Nati,,n's ideals a real ity.
Lime for a future of peace, for more responsive govern1 congratulate
ment, for equal opportunity for all.
OU
on what you have fin ished and look forward with
hope toward what you can now begin to accomplish.
Lo
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